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Baker, Dr. R.G. An experimental investigation of attitudes to English spelling reform: Conference 2. SPB Spring 1983.
Bakowski. S. Reading and Writing in English, Conference 2. SPB Fall 1980.
Barnard, Harvie. The inevitability of change, the happy alternative, Conference 2, Winter 1982.
Beech, Dr. John R. Some Proposed Principles for Simplifying English Orthography, Conference 2. SPB Summer, 1980.
Beech, Dr. John R. An experimental comparison between adults learning to read text in two proposed spelling systems. Conference 2. SPB Spring 1983.
Bell, Masha. The most costly English spelling irregularities. Conference 7. Journal 34.
Bisgard, Dr. Helen B. Modern Technology and Spelling Reform, Conference 2. SPB Winter 1979.
Burke, Patrick. The Spel, Conference 1. Not available.
Citron, Dr. Abraham F. *Traditional Orthography as Psychic Child Abuse*. Conference 2. SPB Fall 1978.
Citron, Dr. Abraham F. *Simplified spelling: the real battle and the real battleground*. Conference 2. SPB Spring 1983.
Cropp, R. *Assistance to Spelling via Pronunciation*, Conference 1. Not available.
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Rollason, Dr. Christopher. Why the Internet age will not accept simplified English spelling. Conference 6. Journal 33.
Rondthaler, Ed. Light at the End of the Tunnel, Conference 1. SPB Fall 1977.
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Vassilyev, Prof. V. A. *An account of the 'English Maximally Simplified Writing' (EMSR)* Conference 3. SPB Winter 1982.
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Yule, Dr. Valerie. *A Transitional Spelling Reform for Adults and Learners*, Conference 2. SPB Fall 1980.
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Zurinskas, Tom *The costs of poor reading skills*. Conference 7. Journal 34.